SWEET & SEXY TREATS TO BEAT THE HEAT!

PLUS: HOT, NEW MONTHLIES!

SCANDALOUS ENTERTAINMENT NEWS
SMOKIN’ IN THE GREEN ROOM & BETWEEN THE SHEETS
WITH CAMI PARKER

FEATURING SHARAI FROM JUDY’S BAR & GRILL

IT’S BACK - MISS NUDE OREGON 2010 - BIGGER AND Badder THAN EVER
BEAUTIFUL EXOTIC DANCERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

FULL BAR · FULL MENU · LOTTERY GAMES

CORPORATE, BACHELOR & BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES

THE HOME OF THE
$4.95
16 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

ATTENTION ENTERTAINERS...
THE PARTY... THE $$$...
THE FUN ARE WAITING FOR YOU
BLUSH GENTLEMEN’S CLUB HIR ES BEAUTIFUL, CHARMING, HIGHLY MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS 18 & OVER.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FULL TIME OR PART TIME CALL 503-236-8559 FOR AN AUDITION

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN, ONE MILE SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE
5145 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • 503-236-8559 • OPEN MON - FRI 11AM-2:30AM, SAT 4PM -2:30AM, SUN 5PM-2:30AM
Club Rouge
A Gentlemen’s Lounge

403 SW Stark • Portland, OR 97204
(503) 227-3936
(At the Corner Of SW 4th & Stark)
Myspace.com/ClubRougePDX • ClubRougePDX.com

VIDEO LOTTERY NOW AVAILABLE!

CLUB ROUGE IS TURNING ONE!

TIME FLIES WHEN YOU’RE HAVING FUN! IT SEEMS LIKE YESTERDAY, BUT CLUB ROUGE HAS BEEN PROVIDING BEER, BOOZE AND BEAUTIFUL WOMEN FOR OVER A YEAR. COME JOIN CLUB ROUGE ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 13TH AND CELEBRATE OUR 1ST YEAR IN BUSINESS WITH US. THERE WILL BE ENJOY SPECIALS ACROSS THE BOARD ALL NIGHT LONG! NO COVER CHARGE ALL NIGHT AND SPECIAL PRIZES FROM

MISS NUDE OREGON PAGEANT® PRELIMINARY QUALIFIER ROUND TWO
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26TH
PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED
EMAIL MNOP@XMAG.COM
Cabaret I
Downtown at 5th & Burnside
503 W. BURNSIDE • (503) 525-4900

Cabaret II
SE Stark & 176th
17544 SE STARK • (503) 252-3529

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
CHECK OUT OUR HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS FROM 3PM-7PM @ ALL 3 CLUBS!
FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!
NOW OPEN! FULL BAR!
V.I.P. ROOM - MALE REVUE ROOM

Cabaret III

Open daily 3PM - 2:30AM
16323 SE McLoughlin Blvd. - (503) 654-4935
LARGEST CLUB IN OREGON!

- 7 big screen TVs
- State-of-the-art sound and lighting system
- Over 100 parking spaces

Dancers wanted!
Call 503-654-4935

More than just a strip club!

Sativa

Male Revue
In V.I.P. Room
Every weekend at Cabaret III
PUSSYCATS’ GUARANTEE

THE HOTTEST MODELS!
THE NAUGHTIEST SHOWS!
THE BEST PRICES!
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE PUSSYCATS!

Hiring The Best!

CALL (503) 383-8874
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
DANCERS, FOOD,
POOL, GAMES

HAPPY HOUR
7AM-7PM
WITH FREE POOL

$4.00 BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

GIRLS NEEDED!
CALL KATHY FOR AUDITIONS • 503-318-1475
Bottoms Up!

CARMEN

SECOND STORY SMOKING DECK WITH A GREAT VIEW!

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS!
GREAT FOOD! GREAT ATMOSPHERE! GREAT DANCERS!
NOW AUDITIONING • CALL CLUB FOR DETAILS
COCKTAILS • FOOD • DANCERS
OPEN @ NOON 7 DAYS A WEEK
16900 NW ST. HELENS RD. • (503) 314-9514
JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND

$1.75 BEERS!

portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous
12503 SE DIVISION #C • 503-285-5050
WWW.BRITTANISSECRETRENDEZVOUS.COM
NEWLY REMODELED • UPSCALE AND CLEAN • ATM INSIDE
OPEN 24 HOURS • AIR CONDITIONED
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Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. The copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Any reproduction, without the express written consent of the publisher, is forbidden by law. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, rash, itching, hives, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, dryness, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, premature ejaculation, complete penile dysfunction, humps, sleep apnea, dry eyes and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
New Look, New Dancers, New Attitude...

Portland’s Classic 1960s Exotic Lounge

Featuring Portland’s Sexiest Performers

Dancing to the Best Rock-n-Roll, R&B & Classic Hits

“The All-New Boom Boom Room

“HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS”
11am-5pm Every Day

“MIDNIGHT SPECIALS”
9pm-Midnight Sunday-Thursday

“DAILY LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS”
With Our New Expanded Menu!

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND!
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD • 503-244-7630 • OPEN DAILY 11AM - 2:30AM

DANCE AUDITIONS DAILY 11AM-3PM OR TEXT 503-919-8644 • WWW.MYSPACE.COM/REALBOOMBOOMROOM
HOT AUGUST NIGHTS!
PORTLAND’S ORIGINAL AMATEUR NIGHT CONTEST
SUNDAY, AUGUST 29TH - STARTS AT NOON
OUTDOOR BBQ, TROPHIES & PRIZES

ANNUAL BIKINI MOTORCYCLE & CAR WASH
PORTLAND’S ORIGINAL AMATEUR NIGHT CONTEST
SUNDAY, AUGUST 29TH - STARTS AT NOON
OUTDOOR BBQ, TROPHIES & PRICES

PORTLAND’S PREMIER BLUE COLLAR STRIP CLUB”

“PORTLAND’S PREMIER BLUE COLLAR STRIP CLUB”

OPEN AND PARTYN EVERY DAY 11-2:00AM. ALL DAY EVERYDAY HOME OF THE $3 RIBSTEAK. $7.50 ALL YOU CAN EAT.

PORTLAND, OR 97217 • 503-285-9073
8440 N INTERSTATE AVE. PORTLAND, OR 97217 • 503-285-9073

MINOR MONDAYS
STAY THE WEEKEND RIGHT AWAY A TAP PARTY
BEHIND THE MIRRORED CUBE

DOUBLE TROUBLE TUESDAYS
STAY THE WEEKEND RIGHT AWAY A TAP PARTY
BEHIND THE MIRRORED CUBE

WILD WEDNESDAYS
STAY THE WEEKEND RIGHT AWAY A TAP PARTY
BEHIND THE MIRRORED CUBE

THUNDER THURSDAYS
STAY THE WEEKEND RIGHT AWAY A TAP PARTY
BEHIND THE MIRRORED CUBE

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
STAY THE WEEKEND RIGHT AWAY A TAP PARTY
BEHIND THE MIRRORED CUBE

SUNDAAYS
STAY THE WEEKEND RIGHT AWAY A TAP PARTY
BEHIND THE MIRRORED CUBE

CHEAP FOOD & DRINKS FROM 11-30. TAKE A MASSAGE BY OUR LICENSED MASSEURS. END PARTY WITH OUR VARIETY SHOW! 9PM-10PM.
GET BY WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT THE

SUNSHINE SMOKE SHOP

PORTLAND’S FINEST SELECTION OF:
HERBAL INCENSE BlENDS
HAND-BLOWN GLASS
TOBACCO WATER PIPES
HOOKAHs AND ACCESSORIES

NOW OPEN!

603 MAIN STREET
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN OREGON CITY
(503) 305-8885
WWW.KEEPINGPORTLANDWEIRD.COM
Online - Alcohol Server Education
ASE Approved Online Course

No time for a classroom?
Online training available 24/7

Only $17

www.ASEPDX.com

MEET LOCAL SINGLES
FREE to listen and reply to ads
Voice Personals!
Connect Live!

Portland
(503) 525.2400
Vancouver (360) 433.6101
Seattle (206) 877.7777

FREE CODE 1470

For other local numbers call
1-888-MegaMates™
1-888-634-2628

24/7 Friendly Customer Care 1-888-634-2629 18+ ©2010 PC LLC

CALL A DIRTY GIRL!
888-813-0316
$1.99 PER MINUTE - WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS!

Double Dribble
JOIN US FOR OUR
1-YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY
FOR SERVING HARD LIQUOR!
ALL DAY FRIDAY, AUGUST 20TH &
sATURDAY, AUGUST 21ST
SPECIAL EVENTS AND PRICING ALL DAY!
HIRING DANCERS 18 & UP! DANCER FRIENDLY!
--- NO FEES ---
CALL JOHN @ (503) 760-7096 • 13550 SE POWELL

3rd & Burnside
Portland, Oregon

DANTE'S
Portland's Home for Live Music, Cabaret, DJs, Burlesque & Rock-n-Roll
Open Daily at 11am • www.dantenlive.com
Tickets available at Dante's, Safeway, Music Millennium
800-992-8489 & www.ticketswest.com

FRIDAY AUG 6
NICK OLIVERI'S
MONDO GENERATOR

FRIDAY AUG 20
THE MUMMIES

FRIDAY AUG 27
Mickey Avalon

MORE UPCOMING SHOWS
8/10 Radio Moscow
8/11 Michael Javen
8/12 John Sweeney Group • Lush
8/14 Jimi Hendrix • The Jimi Hendrix Experience
8/19 Holy Moses
8/26 Mickey Avalon
8/27 Local H • All-Stars
8/29 Jonas Reid
8/30 The Gatlin • Tash 
8/31 Barrence & The Savages
9/1 The Carter & The dB Sons
9/2 High School Rock Out
9/3 Blackout
9/4 Dirt Nasty • Shadowman
9/5 Bayonet
9/6 The Head & The Heart
9/11 Shadowfax
9/12 Scorching Red
10/7Vonnegut
10/9 Dust Revival
10/10 Stick Figure
10/11 Caged Heat
10/15 All 4 One
10/21 Jack's Favorites
10/25 Electric Dixie

SUNDAY SEPT 12
Dirt Nasty
Nasty as I Wanna Be Tour
Andre Legacy
Beardo
OPEN DAILY AT 7AM • BREAKFAST SPECIALS STARTING AT $3

Mystic Gentleman’s Club

NEW APPETIZER MENU AND SPECIALS AVAILABLE!

• FULL LIQUOR BAR
• 14 BEERS ON TAP
• 3 STAGES, FULL BAR, FULL MENU, LOTTERY GAMES, NO COVER!
• DAILY FOOD SPECIALS
• DRINK DEALS 7AM-4PM DAILY
• HAPPY HOUR FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS 4PM-7PM DAILY
• V.I.P. ROOM W/ SEMI-PRIVATE STAGE AND PLASMA TV
• CORPORATE, BACHELOR AND BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES
• MEN, WOMEN AND COUPLE FRIENDLY
• $5 STEAK DINNER

August Events

• ALTERNATIVE NIGHT EVERY WEDNESDAY
• JELL’O WRESTLING • THURSDAY, AUGUST 12TH @ 9PM
• CAR WASH • SATURDAY, AUGUST 14TH 1PM-5PM
• CAR WASH • SATURDAY, AUGUST 28TH 1PM-5PM
• DANCER “CADDY” AUCTION • SATURDAY, AUGUST 28TH @ 7PM
• MYSTIC GOLF CHALLENGE • SUNDAY, AUGUST 29TH
• SPONSORED BY NINKASI BREWING & BUDWEISER (CONTACT CLUB FOR DETAILS)

FALCO’S PUB

503-477-9628 • DAILY 11:00AM - 2:30AM

• $5 STEAK DINNER
• 8 TVS AND 1 BIG SCREEN TV
• WATCH BLAZER GAMES ON THE BIG SCREEN!
• POOL TABLES, DART BOARDS, GAMES
• POOL LEAGUES AND TOURNAMENTS
• FULL BAR & FULL MENU • WITH BREAKFAST ALL DAY
• KARAOKE • THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

9950 SE STARK ST • 503-477-9523
CORNER OF 99TH & WASHINGTON • 2 BLOCKS OFF I-205

www.mysticpdx.com
www.myspace.com/mysticgentlemansclub

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR BEAUTIFUL CLASSY ENTERTAINERS
CALL (503) 477-9523 TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION
NEW, Upscale Downtown Gentlemen's Club

Spyce
Gentlemen's Club
33 NW 2nd Ave. - Portland, OR 97209 - (At the corner of 2nd and Couch)
503-243-4646 - MySpace.com/SpycePdx - Mon. - Sun. 3:00PM - 2:30AM

J. Mack Will Be @ Mynt
Thursday, August 15th
Come Help Him Find the Next "Honey of the Month"

Now Open Mynt
Gentlemen's Club
3990 NE Sandy

Spyce is Now Twice As Nice!
2 Floors. 3 Bars. 40 Girls. 1 Club.

Come Help Us Kick Off the Miss Nude Oregon® Pageant with Round One on Wednesday, August 18th at 9PM
The Semi-Finals Coming to Mynt Friday, October 1st!

Ryen

Fridays: $9.99 Steak & Lobster From 3PM - 9PM Only!

Ask about our Dollar Menu

Now Offering Valet Parking

Don't Miss Spyce Day Shift:
7 Days a Week From 3PM - 9PM
Featuring Hot, New Girls Weekly

When You Buy a Dance Thurs - Sat 3PM - 7PM
A friend recently told me that I possess the ability to make “the obvious seem revelatory.” Although it was most likely meant as an insult, I do feel that a lot of the taken-for-granted aspects of our daily existence are overlooked to the point where they regain their novelty once rediscovered. The wisdom gained from learning to enjoy the simple things in life, like hanging up on bill collectors or watching retarded kids eat ice cream, often surpasses that gained from more complicated activities like exercise or going to church. Regarding this particular column, I have become so wrapped up in detailed accounts of pussy-flavored weed and broken iPods that I have yet to stop and share the basics. Time and time again, stage-hands in the PDX adult entertainment industry are asked the same boring questions. Although I may be creating Skynet in terms of analogous hazard to my pocketbook by doing this, I am proud to share with you the following detailed report:

THE FIVE BIGGEST STRIP CLUB SECRETS: REVEALED

1. You will not get your dick sucked.
   Everyone knows there is no sex in the champagne room. Unless you are completely clueless as to how the majority of strip clubs operate, you are aware that there is a huge difference between “prostitute” and “stripper.” Put simply, the former fucks you out of money while the latter fucks you for money. Although strict wang-in-vag requests are usually reserved for people trolling Craigslist or 82nd Avenue, there seems to be some sort of rumor floating around that a “good” private dance can be obtained in a strip club, much in the same fashion as a “happy ending” massage or a “working” fourth-generation iPhone. Yes, most people assume such things are urban myths, but that doesn’t prevent drunk hippsters from bugging me about “which girl gives the, you know, good dances, like the kind for more money.”

   Now, there are really progressive (aka awesome) laws in Oregon that allow everything from onstage sex between performers to friction lapdances, but nothing in this realm involves a customer having exposed genitalia. Even when I was working at Casa Diablo (which features private dances that, although legal, could technically count as cheating depending on how much of a bitch your girlfriend is), customers would inquire on which girls “offered more.” One guy even came straight out and asked me which dancer “sucks a good dick” (in his defense, he was from Seattle and able to save me ten minutes of innuendo-dodging conversation that would inevitably end up in no less than three nu-metal song requests). Regardless of how many dances they purchased or how drugged up a particular dancer was (or wasn’t) when she gave them, I have never witnessed (or heard second-hand) an account of a customer actually obtaining a blow job in a Portland strip club.

   Now, there are two exceptions to this statement: First, there are clubs conveniently located next to cum-soaked motels in which off-duty dancers from Tremors III share their cock-guzzling abilities with tweakers in exchange for Coinstar slips. Although they fare like Taco Bell in Tijuana, even these run-down imitation clubs insist that their ladies leave the premises before renting out their cavernous areas for poor people’s loads like a laundromat in So-dom. Second, you can get a really good blowjob in a strip club, but you have to be working there on a Monday in Gresham, and you have to be the DJ. I wouldn’t know first hand (bad experience with oral, a chick sneezed once and ruined it forever), but I do know a few dance commanders that consistently make less than forty bucks a shift and somehow seem okay with it.

2. We will not sell you drugs.
   The staff is either unable or unwilling to provide you with a way to score good drugs, and it is especially unwise to ask your DJ for coke. Remember the cardinal rule of substance abuse in strip clubs: downers for DJs, speed for strippers. Yes I’m general-izing here, but the logic is simple if you do the math. Although most of the girls I work with have a greater distaste for cocaine than the women tied up in Rick James’ basement, I have known a few dancers that rival Scarface. Strippers talk to dozens of boring people every night (many of whom have a lack of social skills and a strange odor) before stepping on stage to perform aerobatics that often rival the abilities of Ninja Gaiden. A drug that makes you chat, find useless things interesting and feel an immediate boost of energy, all while clogging your nasal passages, is perfect if you find yourself in the shoes of a drug-addicted dancer. Now, if said dancer was in the business of selling cocaine, she wouldn’t be getting naked for 20 bucks a song. And no, she’s not willing to share (unless, of course, it’s a Monday in Gresham and you’re the DJ).

   On to the rest of the staff, particularly us DJs, we are just trying to get through the shift and deal with whatever boring dub-step songs are being overplayed that week. It may come as a shock to literally hundreds of people, but neither the guy on the micro- phone nor the seven-foot-tall bouncer is high-strung as a result of substances. To your left, you will witness the bouncer slowly scanning the room with eyeballs that are filling with hatred, drop by drop, for the next frat boy that tries to touch one of the dancers. Since your security is neither allowed to drink nor protect customers from performers (like he’s used to at rock concerts full of drunk skinheads), he is more than high-strung. I’d normally suggest you avoid asking your bouncer for drugs, but will only once, simply so I can hear about it when the rumor mill passes the “that guy got his arms ripped off on Burnside” story my way.

   To your right, you will witness a music snob who was sick of getting ripped off in the dance club scene and decided to trade what was left of his artistic integrity for an auto-mix program and a folder labeled “C:\PLAYABLE HIP-HOP.” This guy has a three-minute leash to a two-by-three-foot box that contains the master control panel for the environment of the entire club, inches from an unattended shot glass resting on a coaster made of paper that reads “No drinks allowed in DJ booth.” What part of “coke hab-it” doesn’t mesh well with this situation? A highly addictive and short-lasting drug that makes one ponder what the hell they did in a previous life to end up as a strip club DJ is unlikely to be carefully cut, lined and snorted (or sold) by a person who spends his Friday nights willingly pressing “play” on a Nickleback-filled iPod. DJs are high-strung because we consistently pull teeth attempting to channel the attention of customers and dancers to the stage while
3. *Strip club food is safe.*

Contrary to what one would assume, the food in strip clubs is either really good, or prepared by someone who will generously warn you that it is not. Strip clubs are under constant scrutiny from authorities that range from law enforcement to liquor control, and if the spectrum of these problems is a metaphorical sea of dangers, the kitchen is a BP-owned oil well. Considering the hazards ranging from snail trails to grown men with Tweety Bird tattoos, the chances of being unwillingly soaked in another person’s bodily fluid during a private dance or parking-lot beatdown offsets the amount of attention given to health hazards so that it favors the place where the only controllable risk factor exists: the kitchen.

More than just a business risk if not properly maintained, the menu items at strip clubs are often the working man’s excuse to swing by during rush hour, or the slacker guy’s excuse to drag his girlfriend to “that place that has those four-dollar steaks on Milwaukee.” If there’s one thing that angers a woman more than a prettier, nakeder woman, it’s a man that passes up a bargain and good food at the same time. When placed in this situation, the female brain encounters what mathematicians call “the menstrual conundrum,” a phenomenon made popular when a single mother of four used child support money to purchase discount chocolate from the Walgreen’s clerk that stole her husband. Put simply, Eve ate the apple because it was cheap and tasty. Aside from the get-out-of-breastwatching-free card that comes with eating a three-dollar meal that weighs more than a German infant, single men and women of all relationship statuses will never be let down by a well-trimmed piece of stripsteak accompanied by a nice meal. For the most part, you cannot go wrong ordering food from any strip joint that has a full menu but you are at zero risk of disappointment at my favorite diners with breast-front viewing (particularly at Acropolis, Club Rouge, Sassy’s and Spyce).

4. *Nothing happens backstage.*

There is absolutely nothing sexy going on in the dressing room. Dancers don’t get freaky with each other unless it’s in the privacy of their apartment, or on stage while “Fucks Like a Beast” rattles the speakers. In fact, walking into the dressing room usually kills my ability to get an erection for at least a day. Sure, a new DJ may freak out the veteran dancers upon startling them, thus giving him the false impression that something hot was going on simply because six naked girls quickly covered their private parts as if they were caught “experimenting” in high school. Or perhaps because three or four of the dancers had gotten really drunk and decided to rub each other down with baby oil out of boredom, possibly leading to a first-time lesbian encounter or a three-way breast massage in which the whole group climaxes simultaneously while two other girls slowly strip out of leather Catholic school-girl outfits before going down on each other... No, one girl is standing up while flossing a baby wipe between her sweaty asscheeks while another fights with her boyfriend on the phone. Perhaps you may see two dancers comparing stretch marks in the mirror while a third one tells them not to worry about it because “the stage light hides everything, even period stains.” Other dancers are likely participating in similar flattering activities, such as digging through the trash to find the business card of that driver guy, verbally abusing whichever dancer is currently on stage, or helping the 85-pound audition wipe the puke off of her Long Island so she can finish it before she drives home. To state it bluntly, you will never see footage of a strip club dressing room on a Girls Gone Wild DVD. Not even in Gresham on a Monday.

5. *We want your money.*

Many of us work in the strip club industry (tags: work, industry, club; see also: minimum wage, entertainment business). Sure it’s a fun job, but it’s a job nonetheless. On the off chance that half-heartedly twitching one’s ass to “This Better Be (My Last Set)” by Gotti Go Soon doesn’t fall into the “what she would be doing if she had rent money and new shoes” category, don’t expect her to be anxious to give your buddy a private dance because yesterday was his birthday. Expecting something special from a stripper because your celebratory event happens to take place at—a gasp—a fucking titty bar is like walking into Planned Parenthood expecting special treatment because you have crabs. Someone in there has a terrible condition and will never get laid again, so do many of the people waiting in line at Planned Parenthood. Wait your fucking turn and don’t expect a truly genuine welcome unless you have surpassed the “random asshole” level by completing the task of becoming a regular who spends money regardless of calendar date. If you wonder why the visibly over-served construction worker who howls every time the DJ plays “South of Heaven” is able to get service quicker than you, it is because he has acknowledged the fact that his presence alone does not justify the treatment he is getting from the bar. Sure, I have plenty of friends who originated as customers, and many of my friends have become patrons of places I DJ at, but I also avoid befriending broke people. This isn’t just a strip club thing, either. I challenge anyone to find a small business with a sign that reads “thank you to all the loyal people who walk by here every day and window shop.”
Greetings from

THE DOLPHIN CLUBS
Setting The Standards In Gentlemen’s Entertainment

Portland’s Absolute Best Food & Beverage Prices
UNBELIEVABLE NEW $1 MENU!!!
16 oz. Domestic Drafts $1
Well Drinks $1
Burger & Fries $1

Plus!
Domestic Bottles $2.75
New York Steak $5.00
Lunch Specials $4.00

EVERYDAY - OPEN TO CLOSE
(available only at Dolphin I)

The
Dolphin I

17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • 503-654-9366
Wish You Were Here!

BBQ & CAR WASH
EVERY SATURDAY IN AUGUST!
(Weather Permitting)

Got Time For A Quickie?
Step by for our famous $5 quickie lunch & check out our happy hour specials
Monday - Saturday from 5pm till 5pm & Sunday from 2pm till 5pm.
Come check out our new Sunday/Monday specials!
Burger madness Wednesday!

The Dolphin II
10860 SW BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY. • 503-627-0666
Welcome back! We’ve got a slammin’ issue for you this August, full of cutting edge editorial and dead-sexy exotic entertainers. An intro like that usually means one thing; we didn’t have enough space left for Spooky’s little rant. That’s right, I am the literary red-headed stepchild and the first to step down - live music by Inflikt, Syx & Neversleep – win tickets to Rockfest 14 Sat. Aug. 28 – Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - The NFL returns to stars with the Hall of Fame Game & NFL season kick-off party

Mon. Aug. 9 - Cathie’s - Anniversary Sale – the biggest sale of the year! With selected items 50%-80% off, daily giveaways & raffles (through Aug.15)

Thu. Aug. 12 - Myst Gentlemen’s Club - J. Mack’s Honey of the Month Contest with live music by J. Mack

Fri. Aug. 13 - Club Rouge - 1 Year Anniversary Party with specials across the board all night, no cover & special prizes from Rockstar, Absolut, Widmer & Jägermeister

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - White Trash Mega-Bull@#it Party with mechanical bulls, country western chaos & stripper lipin’

Sat. Aug. 14 - Rose City Strip - 1 Year Anniversary Party & Paris’ Birthday Bash with free stuff, drink specials & more! Giveaways all night long

Myst Gentlemen’s Club - Car wash from 1pm-5pm

Tue. Aug. 17 - Myst Gentlemen’s Club - Pin-up Party

Wed. Aug. 18 - Spyce Gentlemen’s Club - Miss Nude Oregon® Pageant 2010 - Preliminary Round 1 – the first 6 semi-finalists will be chosen! Dancer registration required to participate – email mnop@xmag.com for details

Thu. Aug. 19 - Devils Point - Live music with Witchburn & special guests

Fri. Aug. 20 - Double Dribble - 1 year anniversary of serving hard liquor with special events and pricing all day

Sat. Aug. 21 - George’s Dancin’ Bare - Portland’s Original Amateur Night Contest with over $300 in cash prizes

Double Dribble - 1 year anniversary of serving hard liquor with special events and pricing all day

Tue. Aug. 24 - Soobie’s - Come celebrate this month’s ad girl Veronica’s birthday

Thu. Aug. 26 - Club Rouge - Miss Nude Oregon® Pageant 2010 - Preliminary Round 2 the second 6 semi-finalists will be chosen! Dancer registration required to participate – email mnop@xmag.com for details

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Centerfold signing with Exotic Covergirl Vanessa

Fri. Aug. 27 - Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Live music with AC/DC (All-Female AC/DC Tribute Band)

Sat. Aug. 28 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Official KUFO Rockfest 14 Pre-party - live music by Inflikt, Syx & NeverSleep – win tickets to Rockfest 14

Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Live music with Same Ol’ Situation (Mötley Crüe Tribute Band)

Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Sheena G’s Smell The Money Party & Contest with live music by Sheena G

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Car wash from 1pm-5pm plus a dancer caddy auction for the Mystic Golf Challenge at 7pm

Sun. Aug. 29 - George’s Dancin’ Bare - Annual Bikini Motorcycle & Car Wash with outdoor BBQ, trophies & prizes starting at noon

Stars Cabaret (Salem) - “Hunks The Show” All-Male Revue

Taboo Video - Join us at KUFO’s Rockfest 14 in the Stripper Lounge at The Washington County Fairplex

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Mystic Golf Challenge sponsored by Ninkasi Brewing & Budweiser – contact club for details

WELCOME EVENTS

Mon. Aug. 9 - George’s Dancin’ Bare - Minor Mondays featuring nothing but the sexiest young talent ages 18-20

Stars Cabaret (Salem, Bridgeport) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Stars Strip Poker Mondays presented by Fantasy Video

TUESDAYS

George’s Dancin’ Bare - Double Trouble Tuesdays with 2 girls on each stage from 9 til close

Hard Candy (Salem) - 2-for-1 table dances

Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) – 2-for-1 Tuesdays

WEDNESDAYS

George’s Dancin’ Bare - Wild Wednesdays with feature entertainer Blaze! Union Jacks - 2-girl topless massages from Ella & Giovanna from 4-10pm

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Alternative Night

THURSDAYS

George’s Dancin’ Bare - Thunder Thursdays with a ride in bike & car show, rock & roll music & specials from 9 til close

Mynt - Steak & Jumbo Shrimp dinner special 3pm-9pm

Cabaret III - Male Revue starting at 9pm

Spyce Gentlemen’s Club - $9.99 steak & lobster from 3pm-9pm

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Couples’ Night – lovebirds get in free

SATURDAYS

Cabaret III - Male Revue starting at 9pm

George’s Dancin’ Bare - Party Central with feature entertainer Blaze! The Dolphin II – BBQ & Car Wash (weather permitting)

SUNDAYS

Dante’s – Sinforno Cabaret Union Jacks - 2-girl topless massages from Ella & Giovanna from 4-10pm

George’s Dancin’ Bare - Sexy Sundays plus Star & Lockette’s Variety Show from 9 til close

Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Rockstar Showcase Sunday with new band contestants each week

The Pallas Club - Military Night - show military ID for specials

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Stars Strip Poker Sundays presented by Fantasy Video

Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Temple of Sin – Recover, Repent & Revive

On the set of Zombieland. © 2010 Cheezy Flicks Productions
Passionate Dreams

Private Modeling

What’s Your Dream?

$20 OFF HOUSE FEES ON SUNDAY DAYS
2-GIRL SHOWER SHOW SPECIAL EVERY FRIDAY DAY SHIFT!

Fridays-Saturdays
10AM-7PM
Sundays
10AM-4AM

6644 SE 82nd Ave. • 503-775-6665
10518 NE Sandy Blvd. • 503-252-5559
Open 10AM – 4AM 7 Days A Week

Mystique

Thursday Nights
Friday Days & Nights
Saturday Nights
Sunday Days & Nights

Now at
Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous

12503 SE Division #C • 503-285-5058 • Open 24 Hours

Kennedy

Appearing Exclusively @

Hunngies

3520 NE 82nd Ave.
503-234-4226

Mondays and Thursdays
5PM - 2AM
Vodka is a diminutive form of the Slavic word *voda* (water) and *drink* is defined as a liquid which is specifically prepared for human consumption. Warm, chilled, straight up, mixed, drizzled or floated—it really doesn’t matter how you make it to take it. Trust me, the following vodkas are sure to make you look twice the next time you’re perusing the shelves at your local liquor store. Most of them are new as of 2010 and are also highly talked about releases that champion the bar and nightclub scene with not only their amazingly smooth demeanors, but by hitting the reviews in their proverbial G-spots. Chase vodka from Herefordshire, England took home the top prize at the 2010 San Francisco World Spirits Competition. After a blind taste test of 115 vodkas (including vodkas from Russia and Poland), 30 judges decided the world’s best vodka now comes from England!

Newest on the scene to vodka flavors, we hit up what everyone’s blogging about in the bartending world—meaty vodka! That’s right, for the carnivores out there, an Alaskan distillery in Wasilla recently launched its Smoked Salmon flavored vodka only about a year after the Seattle-based Black Rock Spirits introduced Bakon vodka. Both are designed to make your inner beast seek out a newer, tastier Bloody Mary or maybe for the illustrious chef, a few amazing sauces and glazes are up your alley.

**Bakon/Salmon Mary**
- 1 1/4 oz. Bakon Vodka or Smoked Salmon Vodka in a pint glass filled with ice
- Fill glass with tomato juice
- 1 dash each of celery salt and ground black pepper
- 2 to 4 dashes each of Worcestershire sauce and Tabasco
- 1/8 tsp. horseradish
Shake and pour into a salt-rimmed pint glass. Garnish with a celery stalk and your favorite pickled vegetables.

Moving on to more of this year’s flavored vodkas, Cîroc’s Coconut and Red Berry flavors and Pinnacle’s Cotton Candy and Whipped Cream keep thriving chiefly because of women (especially women ages 21 to 39). This marketing phenomenon has made flavored vodkas one of the fastest growing niches in the spirits business. Of course, it always helps to get more shelf facings at liquor stores. Check out these sweet summer drink recipes from Cîroc and Pinnacle.

**Cîroc Sundowner**
1 1/2 oz. Cîroc Coconut Vodka
1/2 oz. vanilla liqueur
3/4 oz. lime juice
1/2 oz. simple syrup
3 dashes bitters
1 1/2 oz. ginger ale
Combine ingredients in rocks glass with ginger ale and garnish with lemon wedge.

**Cotton Candy Shot**
1 oz. Pinnacle Cotton Candy Vodka
1/2 oz. 7-UP
1/4 oz. grenadine
Pour Pinnacle Cotton Candy Vodka, 7-UP and grenadine into shot glass. Serve chilled.

In San Francisco (the birthplace of the original martini), Devotion Spirits has unleashed the ground-breaking power of the first ever 80-proof, triple-distilled vodka infused with casein (patent pending). This proprietary solution, found only in Devotion, is transforming the cocktail. While bar shelves are cluttered with vodkas from around the globe in every imaginable flavor, Devotion is the first and only vodka that uses casein to smooth out the vodka and give it a distinct chardonnay-like finish. It’s only distributed in California, New Jersey, Montana, Nevada and Oregon. For something new with bold flavor, check out this angel wing bottled brand the next time you cruise down to your local liquor store.

Lastly, “Provocatively Premium” EFFEN (slang for smooth) Vodka’s ad campaign doesn’t exactly refresh the well-trodden path of liquor and libido, but it does effectively coat the palette with awesome vodka goodness. The fact is, that it was designed specifically for the club scene and to appeal to us younger drinkers. A 120-year-old vodka recipe was given to a panel of bartenders to refine, so we (the younger drinker) would find it more appealing. With absolutely fantastic flavor and design, this Vodka gets a five-star rating, hands down.

**Blue Lemonade**
1 oz. EFFEN Vodka
3 oz. Lemonade
1/3 oz. Blue Curaçao
Pour all ingredients into a tall glass with ice and garnish with a lemon wheel.

At the end of a long, hard day all it really boils down to is what tastes great. So, whether it’s what you usually drink or just what you’re willing to try on for size, enjoy every ounce of it and check me out next month for more tasty libations and drink recipes.
Vodka is a diminutive form of the Slavic word "voda" (water) and drink is defined as a liquid which is specifically prepared for human consumption. Warm, chilled, straight up, mixed, drizzled or floated—it really doesn't matter how you make it to take it. Trust me, the following vodkas are sure to make you look twice the next time you're perusing the shelves at your local liquor store. Most of them are new as of 2010 and are also highly talked about releases that champion the bar and nightclub scene with not only their amazingly smooth demeanors, but by hitting the reviews in their proverbial G-spots. Chase vodka from Herefordshire, England took home the top prize at the 2010 San Francisco World Spirits Competition. After a blind taste test of 115 vodkas (including vodkas from Russia and Poland), 30 judges decided the world's best vodka now comes from England!

Newest on the scene to vodka flavors, we hit up what everyone's blogging about in the bartending world—meaty vodka! That's right, for the carnivores out there, an Alaskan distillery in Wasilla recently launched its Smoked Salmon flavored vodka only about a year after the Seattle-based Black Rock Spirits introduced Bakon vodka. Both are designed to make your inner beast seek out a newer, tastier Bloody Mary or maybe for the illustrious chef, a few amazing sauces and glazes are up your alley.

**Bakon/Salmon Mary**
• 1 1/4 oz. Bakon Vodka or Smoked Salmon Vodka in a pint glass filled with ice
• Fill glass with tomato juice
• 1 dash each of celery salt and ground black pepper
• 2 to 4 dashes each of Worcestershire sauce and Tabasco
• 1/8 tsp. horseradish

Shake and pour into a salt-rimmed pint glass. Garnish with a celery stalk and your favorite pickled vegetables.

Moving on to more of this year's flavored vodkas, Cîroc's Coconut and Red Berry flavors and Pinnacle's Cotton Candy and Whipped Cream keep thriving chiefly because of women (especially women ages 21 to 39). This marketing phenomenon has made flavored vodkas one of the fastest growing niches in the spirits business. Of course, it always helps to get more shelf facings at liquor stores. Check out these sweet summer drink recipes from Cîroc and Pinnacle.

**Cîroc Sundowner**
1 1/2 oz. Cîroc Coconut Vodka
1/2 oz. vanilla liqueur
3/4 oz. lime juice
1/2 oz. simple syrup
3 dashes bitters
1 1/2 oz. ginger ale

Combine ingredients in rocks glass with ginger ale and garnish with lemon wedge.

**Cotton Candy Shot**
1 oz. Pinnacle Cotton Candy Vodka
1/2 oz. 7-UP
1/4 oz. grenadine

Pour Pinnacle Cotton Candy Vodka, 7-UP and grenadine into shot glass. Serve chilled.

In San Francisco (the birthplace of the original martini), Devo-**tion Spirits has unleashed the ground-breaking power of the first ever 80-proof, triple-distilled vodka infused with casein (patent pending). This proprietary solution, found only in Devotion, is transforming the cocktail. While bar shelves are cluttered with vodkas from around the globe in every imaginable flavor, Devotion is the first and only vodka that uses casein to smooth out the vodka and give it a distinct chardonnay-like finish. It's only distributed in California, New Jersey, Montana, Nevada and Oregon.

For something new with bold flavor, check out this angel wing bottled brand the next time you cruise down to your local liquor store.

Lastly, “Provocatively Premium” EFFEN (slang for smooth) Vodka’s ad campaign doesn’t exactly refresh the well-trodden path of liquor and libido, but it does effectively coat the palette with awesome vodka goodness. The fact is, that it was designed specifically for the club scene and to appeal to us younger drinkers. A 120-year-old vodka recipe was given to a panel of bartenders to refine, so we (the younger drinker) would find it more appealing. With absolutely fantastic flavor and design, this Vodka gets a five-star rating, hands down.

**Blue Lemonade**
1 oz. EFFEN Vodka
3 oz. Lemonade
1/3 oz. Blue Curaçao

Pour all ingredients into a tall glass with ice and garnish with a lemon wheel.

At the end of a long, hard day all it really boils down to is what tastes great. So, whether it's what you usually drink or just what you're willing to try on for size, enjoy every ounce of it and check me out next month for more tasty libations and drink recipes.
Hunnies

BIG MONEY $$$
WAITING TO BE MADE AT ONE OF PORTLAND'S BUSIEST AND FINEST LINGERIE MODELING ESTABLISHMENTS.
NOW SELECTIVELY HIRING ATTRACTION, MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE MODELS!!!
CALL FOR INFO

3520 NE 82ND AVE. // OPEN 24 HOURS // 503-254-4226

DV8

HAPPY HOUR 4PM-7PM DAILY
$1 BUFFET 7PM-9PM EVERY DAY
INDUSTRY NIGHT SUN.-THURS.
FROM MIDNIGHT TO CLOSE
GREAT DAILY FOOD SPECIALS

DV8.CC
OPEN EVERYDAY 11:30AM-2:30AM
5021 SE POWELL/ 503-788-7178

$3.50 JACK & COKES!

DV8.CC • DV8.CC/MYSPACE • DV8.CC/FACEBOOK • DV8.CC/TWITTER
FOR BOOKING CALL MASON @ 503-935-7584
Treat Yourself To Some Afternoon Delight
With A Topless Massage At Union Jacks From 2 Lovely Ladies

Photography by www.unionjacksclub.com

Randolf McTools
TAXIDERMY RECORDS

938 E BURNSIDE

Offered Exclusively With Ella & Giovanna
On Sunday & Wednesday, 4pm To 10pm
-$40 Minimum

503-236-1125
Welcome to the first edition of *Shit Was Current Last Month*, the latest news in monthly entertainment journalism! We are proud to present biased, unresearched information on the cutting edge of two weeks ago so that you, the savvy consumer of free adult publications, are able to engage in bar room banter with the rest of the misinformed populace. First on the platter of bland but adequately heated leftovers, is the audio tape that every AM radio DJ has been playing.

3, 2, 1... Headline: *Wife-beating Racist Sodomite Saves Youtube!* Not since Michael Richards has the public witnessed such a drunken, unfocused diatribe that was able to provoke glorious amounts of entertainment and alienation at the same time. Since the KKKramer incident, Youtube has slowly deteriorated into a pile of boring crap. So boring, in fact, that Rick Astley has become more popular than the video of G.G. Allin on Springer. That is until Mel Gibson stepped up to the plate with a one-two punch of OMGWTF that came in the form of a threatening phone call that was illegally taped by his “cunt whore of a no-good, cocksucking, shit-for-brains girlfriend,” known to non-Gibsons as Oshanka or something. In the audio tape (which is located primarily on video upload sites due to a lack of interest in audio media that is not accompanied by candid photos of intoxicated celebrities) Mel Gibson tells it like it is, reminding Okimasha that he will burn her house down, as well as his own, but not before receiving oral sex. One thing is for certain, Mel Gibson is on fire! This is the fourth booze-influenced rant to come from the Lethal Weapon 2 star in less than two years. Take that Courtney Love: Speaking of the bitch who hired El Duche’ to kill Kurt, one member of Hole reunited with herself and three new members to put on a, no joke, three-hour show at the used-to-be-relevant 9:30 Club. During this show, Love removed her bra before asking a crowd member to give it back due to the ungodly disgust on the faces of both heterosexual and gay men in the crowd. Love also went on to perform terrible new material that was so bad it forced the majority of the crowd as well as two members of her fill-in band to leave the venue entirely. Reports that African-American tribute band “Black Hole” is in the works are unsubstantiated.

In local entertainment news, the case of the latest missing white child has come to a standstill as local media outlets continue to play judge and jury without consulting legal representatives for the homicidal stepmom who is said to have been only 200 yards from her new boyfriend’s van when the boy was taken from his school directly in view of teachers and peers, all of whom were distracted by baking soda volcanoes and dioramas at the school’s science fair. Many Obama supporters continue to advocate hope for the case, responding to allegations that a seven-year-old boy cannot live in the woods alone for two months with the ever-so inspirational mantra “yes, yes he can.” Vicarious emotional baggage shared by casual onlookers and guilt-ridden liberals alike is expected to keep the Horman case alive for at least six months.

Minority civil rights groups took time away from the busy search for Kyron Horman to protest the verdict regarding the latest killing of a black guy by an Oakland police officer. Officer Fuckthatmotherfucker Honkiepieceashit was charged with involuntary manslaughter for shooting a black guy who laid face down, unarmored on the floor. Due to the fact that the black guy in this particular case was neither driving drunk nor threatening dudes with a gun or a knife or some shit, Oakland residents are expected to be really pissed for the next few weeks. Now is the time to grab that plasma television set, especially if you are a fan of those fancy Blu-ray discs.

Speaking of technology, Vivid is currently working on 3-D pornography that would use the same technology as the smash-hit *Avatar*. Regular, analog cum shots lose their zeal when transferred to a two-dimensional format with a one-dimensional plot, but the new three-dimensional technology will allow for a really awesome porn spoof of The Fourth Kind—one in which aliens will spooge all over their victim. Take that, James Cameron! Hey Portland strippers, time to update that business license! What’s that you say? Well, in a controlled economy the government requires vendors, or people that sell stuff, to get what is called a business license. Starting this fucking January, all you exotic dancers will have to re-consider that Amway tax coverup or suffer the consequences of background checks, child custody reviews and other real-world problems that have been kept hidden during your years of getting paid to party like Lindsay Lohan.

Speaking of Lindsay Lohan, several prison gangs are reported to have already claimed “dibs” on Lohan’s naughty spots upon her arrival to the clink. Lohan was recently caught doing something stupid that most likely involved booze and was arrested for like, the fifth or sixth time. Some sources are claiming that Lohan is intentionally constructing false rumors regarding lesbian prison gangs having a rabid bloodlust for her ass in hopes of receiving a kush, private cell during her long-ass sentence. Lohan, like her films or music or whatever she does, will be soon forgotten, lost in a real-life women’s prison drama. Or will it be a comedy? It seems as if her only hope is a reality television show.

Last and certainly least, Jeff Goldblum faked his death, again, in an effort to get attention. Jurassic Fail, Part 2. Do you have a story that you would like to see covered in this column? Too bad! We only cover the stories suggested to us by social networking sites and co-workers, so either do something newsworthy or eat a bowl of sausage. By sausage, we mean penis.
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

- $4 JIM, JACK AND JOSÉ
- $4 SMIRNOFF (ALL FLAVORS)
- $5 HOUSE-INFUSED VODKAS
- $6 LONG ISLANDS
- $7 PATRÓN

$6.99 10 OZ.
NEW YORK OR T-BONE
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BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES AVAILABLE
COUPLE FRIENDLY

NOW OFFERING POLE DANCING CLASSES
CALL 503-998-4242
FOR DETAILS

COME CELEBRATE
VERONICA’S BIRTHDAY
AUGUST 24TH!

3 Stages • Full Bar • Full Menu • All Lottery!
NOW HIRING SELECT TALENT FOR AUDITIONS PLEASE CONTACT BRITTNEY & BRANDON © 503-998-4242
As I start this month’s column, I would like to acknowledge all ladies that are in the adult industry—all the sexy bartenders, waitresses, dancers, escorts, recording artists and lingerie models.

No party or event would be successful without a woman’s touch! Big ups to all the contestants that entered my Honey of the Month Contest last month at Club Rouge. Thanks for making it a success! In this month’s article, I’ll be letting you know where the next Honey of the Month Contest is as well as put you up on “Whatz Crackin’” on the local music scene. To all my bud connoisseurs, I got a spot for you to check out if you’re interested in starting your own garden. Also, I have to give it up to the strip club DJs who know how to keep the atmosphere real festive and help the honeys get that money. I just came out the green room feeling real inspired. So, seal one up, spark it and let’s go!

First up: The Heavily Medicated Tour is Underway

Trillion Cuts Studios has recently released the Heavily Medicated CD. The music gives you a chance to hear our thoughts on legalizing marijuana and its benefits. It’s humorous, informative and crowd moving. What better way to promote it than to go on tour. Rolling on I-84 East, smoking on some of that Multnomah County, we made our first stop at The Dalles, Oregon. We met up with Ace, Eddie and our contact Star 69. These cats will be performing with us on August 6th at The Dalles Civic Auditorium. Eddie played a few of their new tracks for us and seemed pumped to be part of this tour. After networking with them for about a half-hour, we got back on the road. Our next stop was Richland, Washington. The show was at a Club called Ray’s Golden Lion and I couldn’t wait to hit the stage. It was a mixed crowd with a little bit of every color. Before we hit the stage, Dub and I stopped at another club in Kennewick, Washington called Jack Diddley’s. It was on and Crackin’! We linked up with DJ Flip, who was down to assist us with the tour. One love to all of our new friends in the Tri Cities! See you again soon. To check out The Heavily Medicated Tour, join us in The Dalles on August 6th at The Dalles Civic Auditorium and on the 14th in Salem at The Waste Land.

Honey of the Month

If you missed the contest at Club Rouge last month, you really missed a treat! There were ten sexy honeys competing to be the next Honey of the Month. The judges narrowed it down to the top four and had the finalists dance an additional song. When the votes were tallied up, our winner for the August 2010 Honey of the Month was Audrina of Club Rouge. Congrats baby! See you at the finals in December for the Honey of the Year Contest.

Mynt will be the next club to host the Honey of the Month Contest. It will take place Thursday, August 12, 2010. All contestants must be signed up by 9.30 p.m. The contest gets underway at 10 p.m. Each girl will perform two songs of their choice. Stage props and themes are encouraged. The judges will be scoring contestants on their stage performance, crowd response and overall sex appeal. Good luck and we hope to see you there. Mynt is located at 3390 NE Sandy Boulevard.

To contact me, hit up whatzcrackintv@gmail.com. Until next month, y’all keep it Crackin’!

One Love,
J.Mack
As I start this month's column, I would like to acknowledge all ladies that are in the adult industry—all the sexy bartenders, waitresses, dancers, escorts, recording artists and lingerie models. No party or event would be successful without a woman's touch! Big ups to all the contestants that entered my Honey of the Month Contest last month at Club Rouge. Thanks for making it a success!

In this month's article, I'll be letting you know where the next Honey of the Month Contest is as well as put you up on "Whatz Crackin'" on the local music scene. To all my bud connoisseurs, I got a spot for you to check out if you're interested in starting your own garden. Also, I have to give it up to the strip club DJs who know how to keep the atmosphere real festive and help the honeys get that money. I just came out the green room feeling real inspired. So, seal one up, spark it and let's go!

First up: The heavily Medicated Tour is underway. Trillion Cuts Studios has recently released the Heavily Medicated CD. The music gives you a chance to hear our thoughts on legalizing marijuana and its benefits. It's humorous, informative and crowd moving. What better way to promote it than to go on tour. Rolling on I-84 East, smoking on some of that Multnomah County, we made our first stop at The Dalles, Oregon. We met up with Ace, Eddie and our contact Star 69. These cats will be performing with us on August 6th at The Dalles Civic Auditorium. Eddie played a few of their new tracks for us and seemed pumped to be part of this tour. After networking with them for about a half-hour, we got back on the road. Our next stop was Richland, Washington. The show was at a Club called Ray's Golden Lion and I couldn't wait to hit the stage. It was a mixed crowd with a little bit of every color. Before we hit the stage, Dub and I stopped at another club in Kennewick, Washington called Jack Diddley's. It was on and Crackin'! We linked up with DJ Flip, who was down to assist us with the tour. One love to all of our new friends in the Tri Cities! See you again soon. To check out The Heavily Medicated Tour, join us in The Dalles on August 6th at The Dalles Civic Auditorium and on the 14th in Salem.

West Coast Organic and Hydroponic Supply

While chillin' at Safari one night, I ran into my good friends Shane and Koa. I was telling them about a problem I was having with some of my gardening equipment. Shane said, "Just come out to our shop and we'll get you taken care of, man." I took one of my ballasts out there to have them look at it and was amazed at what I saw. These catz had everything! They carry it all, from ballasts, lighting equipment, top of the line nutrients, air purification and ventilation setups, pots, containers and various varieties of growing accessories. One of the things that impressed me the most was that they carry digital timing systems that can manage your indoor garden for you when you're out of town. Not only that, they have indoor gardening packages you can purchase and they will come set it all up for you. You can't beat that! With many years in the business, West Coast Organic and Hydroponic Supply Co. is as knowledgeable as they come! Big ups to Shane, Koa and Paul for being ahead of the game. Thanks for the advice and hooking my equipment up. I will definitely be back to see y'all! If you need help with your garden, you can visit their website at www.wchydro.com or go by the shop at 12410 SE 82nd Avenue, Unit C, Boring, Oregon 97009. Bring in a copy of this article and receive a lovely discount! They will take great care of all your growing needs.

Honey of the Month

If you missed the contest at Club Rouge last month, you really missed a treat! There were ten sexy honeys competing to be the next Honey of the Month. The judges narrowed it down to the top four and had the finalists dance an additional song. When the votes were tallied up, our winner for the August 2010 Honey of the Month was Audrina of Club Rouge. Congrats baby! See you at the finals in December for the Honey of the Year Contest.

Mynt will be the next club to host the Honey of the Month Contest. It will take place Thursday, August 12, 2010. All contestants must be signed up by 9.30 p.m. The contest gets underway at 10 p.m. Each girl will perform two songs of their choice. Stage props and themes are encouraged. The judges will be scoring contestants on their stage performance, crowd response and overall sex appeal. Good luck and we hope to see you there. Mynt is located at 3390 NE Sandy Boulevard.
Welcome to my Green Room. It’s no secret that Portland, Oregon is home to the nation’s largest concentration of strip clubs and adult entertainment havens. It’s also no secret that we have a distinguished reputation for cultivating some of the highest grade cannabis on the planet, as well as being the first city and state in America to have a cannabis cafe for medical marijuana patients.

Because of our love for all things green in the Northwest, I thought that it would be nice to dedicate a little space to my favorite greens. In the Green Room, we’ll talk about my favorite strains, cultivation techniques, medical marijuana news and views, events in the region and places to help you keep your garden healthy.

SATIVA SEDUCTION

The other day I was with a friend of mine who is a grower and provider for medical patients and I had the pleasure of sampling a strain called Agent Orange. What a beautiful piece of vegetation! Agent Orange is a 50/50 Sativa/Indica strain with a very aromatic orange/lemon citrus bouquet. The taste was heavenly and left me with a nice, happy, energetic high. I would totally recommend Agent Orange for those who like to wake and bake, because there isn’t that “damn, I’m tired” feeling some strains leave you with.

SEATTLE HEMPFEST

This year Seattle’s Hempfest (the largest in the nation) is being held August 21st - 22nd, 2010. This annual event held in the third week of August on the Seattle Waterfront features countless bands, guest speakers, vendors and all things hemp. I bet it’s going to smell like Bob Marley’s band room!

NORML CONFERENCE AND HEMPS TALK 2010

Held the same weekend this year, the NORML Conference at the Governor Hotel (September 9th - 11th) and Hempstalk (Kelley Point Park, September 11th - 12th) will be the premier events for us here at home. Both will feature national and local speakers and all kinds of info to help you navigate the world of medical marijuana. Log on to www.nornml.org and www.hempstalk.org for more information.

1,000 WATTS

This month’s hot light is on West Coast Organic & Hydroponic Co. located at 12410 Southeast 282nd Avenue in Boring, Oregon. These guys are top-rated in customer service and very knowledgeable. Fixed my ballast on the spot! Check them out for your soil, lighting and gardening supplies.

CRYSTAL LEAF RATING:

Well, that does it for this month. Thanks for stopping by Dub’s Green Room. If you’d like me to feature your strain in SATIVA SEDUCTION, contact me at greenroomdub@gmail.com. Fire it up!
Oregon’s Largest Professional Recording Studio

BLACK DIAMOND RECORDING STUDIOS

Recording - Mixing - Production - Post Production
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Graphic Design - Photography - Demo Shopping

(503) 477-6523

www.BlackDiamondStudios.net BlackDiamondStudios@comcast.net
If you think long and hard about classic heavy metal rock and roll, there really aren’t that many contemporary examples that fit the genuine profile set by the monsters of rock like Black Sabbath and Judas Priest anymore. But at the time of writing this review, I am happy to say that the mighty Witchburn has taught me that there is indeed a light at the end of the tunnel for true rock and roll.

The first time I witnessed their live performance at The High Dive in Seattle, I was literally knocked off my feet by the power Witchburn unleashes on stage with a solid set of classic metal anthems packed with epic guitars, thunderous rhythms and commanding vocals. I honestly can’t remember the last time I was glued to a band’s stage from the first song to the last. Witchburn managed to hold me captivated as each song drew me deeper into the music.

Two years later, Witchburn has released an epic offering of true heavy metal tracks with *This Is How We Slay Our Demons* produced by the legendary Jack Endino (Nirvana, Soundgarden, 3 Inches of Blood). Their songs are packed with powerful messages that take the witch hunts of lore into the modern age, while defending what they believe in through the fire of their music. Witchburn is metal with brainpower that tells tales of fighting for your beliefs and standing up and turning the fires of persecution on those that oppress. Their songs deliver passionate, moody, southern metal made even more powerful by the band’s fierce energy and musical chops. The smoky grooves are deep and heavy, tapping into a classic rock vein with gritty, interweaving guitars and blending vintage rock influence with that of modern metal. Their ready-for-battle anthems, apocalyptic overtones and dirty, doom-laden riffs command you to throw your horns up high in the name of all that is metal!

Don’t miss their epic live performance on Thursday, August 19th at Devils Point.

Witchburn is:
Jamie Nova: Vocals
Mischa Kianne: Guitar, Violin
Jacy Peckham: Guitar
Jessica Bos: Bass, Backing Vocals
Dana Sims: Drums
If you think long and hard about classic heavy metal rock and roll, there really aren't that many contemporary examples that fit the genuine profile set by the monsters of rock like Black Sabbath and Judas Priest anymore. But at the time of writing this review, I am happy to say that the mighty Witchburn has taught me that there is indeed a light at the end of the tunnel for true rock and roll.

The first time I witnessed their live performance at The High Dive in Seattle, I was literally knocked off my feet by the power Witchburn unleashes on stage with a solid set of classic metal anthems packed with epic guitars, thunderous rhythms and commanding vocals. I honestly can't remember the last time I was glued to a band's stage from the first song to the last. Witchburn managed to hold me captivated as each song drew me deeper into the music.

Two years later, Witchburn has released an epic offering of true heavy metal tracks with *This Is How We Slay Our Demons* produced by the legendary Jack Endino (Nirvana, Soundgarden, 3 Inches of Blood). Their songs are packed with powerful messages that take the witch hunts of lore into the modern age, while defending what they believe in through the fire of their music. Witchburn is metal with brainpower that tells tales of fighting for your beliefs and standing up and turning the fires of persecution on those that oppress. Their songs deliver passionate, moody, southern metal made even more powerful by the band's fierce energy and musical chops. The smoky grooves are deep and heavy, tapping into a classic rock vein with gritty, interweaving guitars and blending vintage rock influence with that of modern metal. Their ready-for-battle anthems, apocalyptic overtones and dirty, doom-laden riffs command you to throw your horns up high in the name of all that is metal!

Don't miss their epic live performance on Thursday, August 19th at Devils Point. witchburn is:

- Jamie Nova: Vocals
- Mischa Kianne: Guitar, Violin
- Jacy Peckham: Guitar
- Jessica Bos: Bass, Backing Vocals
- Dana Sims: Drums
Dear Sheena,

I have been a dancer here in Portland for the last three years and I want to know about domination and submission. When the topic comes up, I ignore it. I had a customer ask me if I do domination, so I finally just tried it. I gave him a lap dance and told him to sit down—I was a little rough with him and bossy. After the dance, I asked him how it was, he said, “It sucked,” gave me 20 dollars and left. Within the same week, my boyfriend suggested that I dominate him. Sheena, please help me understand what this is all about. When I think about domination, I think it’s for that 250-pound girl at the Max Stop, gothed-out wearing Doc Martens with holes in her stockings. What am I missing?

Sincerely,
Non-Dom But Curious

This topic comes up quite often among members of the adult industry and also during the sexual exploration phase with couples. For couples, my suggestion is to simply discuss boundaries and go for it. “The couple that plays together, stays together” is my motto. It is good to have an open mind if your partner is requesting to be spanked while hog tied and wearing your bra. Since this question was from a club dancer, different rules apply but the act of fantasy is still the same. To the young dancer…sorry that you never told “you suck,” let’s see if I can help you fix that. There are women out there that make a living strictly on domination, partially due to the fact that it takes a special kind of girl with a tremendous amount of trust. You have to really trust a girl if she has you naked, straddling a candle, hand cuffed and locked in a closet with a bitch written on your ass by a magic marker. There are professionals that actually study domination and become the dominatrix to their willing slaves. Many are able to switch between the dominatrix and the submissive mistress role. Since this is such a broad topic (which I could go on about for days), I am just going to attack a few key angles. My personal definition of domination is: the sexual excitement caused by being humiliated, beaten, and made to do things that would be considered embarrassing. Not just anyone can jump into a dominatrix or mistress role and be good at it. The women that attain this honor are very serious about their craft.

To act out a domination fantasy properly, you will most likely need tools. Whips, restraints, nipple clamps and a paddle are among some of the favorites. You can get as simple or extreme as you desire with devices, equipment and outfits. Please keep in mind that the most important tool you will use is your brain and your mouthpiece. You can make domination equipment very easily with items you would normally not consider sexual toys. A tree branch can quickly become a nice painful whipping stick. Simply remove the leaves and commence to whoopin’ that ass. Domination is not a nude fetish. It is so mental and such a rush, that rarely will you ever actually see a dominatrix naked. If it’s done correctly, you will never even feel worthy of her time. As you can see, it’s not as simple as beating someone’s ass or being mean to them. There is so much more to the world of domination. I feel the best way to get into domination is through exploration. You may be pleasantly surprised and like it. Here are some of the terms that you might want to check out: kicking, pinching, flogging, paddling, spitting, tickling, blind folding, restraining, strangling, canning. Now remember, the intensity of all these needs to be discussed. Also, humiliation can be physical, verbal or economic and always ask if bruising or welts are okay.

In my opinion, the strip club is not the easiest place to do much in the way of domination, but with your best tool (your brain) you can cleverly intrigue clients to visit you again. They want to be told what to do. Even down to giving you the money. Tell them how much and when. The serious dominatrix has her own “dungeon” (most are happily made by the slave themselves). Slaves tend to be loyal, consistent and wealthy. I have heard of many that have high career positions and just like to be submissive. People looking for domination are not stupid, they know exactly what they like and are into the girls that can provide it. Some women who end up doing domination acts by “accident” quickly figure out it is a power trip and is very exciting. You also mentioned you thought the dominatrix look wasn’t for hot girls, but I assure you it is. Some of the best Dominatrix’s look more like pin-up models. The vampire-goth look does not necessarily mean they are into domination.

As I mentioned, there is a lot of knowledge required in being a good dominatrix, so it can get expensive for clients. Some examples of what a client may be into is cleaning in the nude and getting their ass beat until it is red. Blowing smoke in their face and telling them how pathetic they are tends to be an all-time favorite for the doms. Appearance is a very important part of domination, so boots and leather are a good start. Sometimes hot candle wax can be part of it, so be ready for anything. As far as your boyfriend’s desire to be dominated, start with spanking and move on as it feels comfortable to you. Seeing him get turned on may get you turned on. You won’t understand domination fully until you try it. Get out there and give a few spankings. I know that there are many people who simply don’t want to look stupid by asking what domination is, so I hope this was helpful. Miss Non-Dom, since I chose your email, if you’re really interested, I will give you a private lesson.

As for all the rest of you, email me your sex topic suggestions and questions to sheena@pdxgirls.com. Check out some hot toys on my YouTube with Cathie’s at gspotsextalk. Big shout out to Black Diamond Studios. I have been recording there all month. You rock and so does your engineer Ace! Thanks for the love. I’ll be at Stars Cabaret Bridgeport on Saturday, August 28th performing live. Log on to www.sheenamusic.com for more information. Have a hot and sex-filled summer!

All good things,

Sheena
There is so much more to the world of domination. I feel the best if it’s not as simple as beating someone’s ass or being mean to them. Correctly, you will never even feel worthy of her time. As you can see, will you ever actually see a dominatrix naked. If it’s done correction is not a nude fetish. It is so mental and such a rush, that rarely remove the leaves and commence to whoopin’ that ass. Dominatrix branch can quickly become a nice painful whipping stick. Simply likely with items you would normally not consider sexual toys. A tree your mouthpiece. You can make domination equipment very eas-

mind that the most important tool you will use is your brain and as you desire with devices, equipment and outfits. Please keep in amidst some of the favorites. You can get as simple or extreme as you need tools. Whips, restraints, nipple clamps and a paddle are that attain this honor are very serious about their craft.

As for all the rest of you, email me your sex as I mentioned, there is a lot of knowl-

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS!
11AM-7PM 7 DAYS A WEEK!

Alex
Thursdays, Fridays & Saturdays

WWW.LUCKYDEVILLounge.com
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS 18 AND OVER - EMAIL PICS AND INFO TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE • 633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK

gorgeous dancers • extended private dance area • heated and covered smoking patio • two warm fireplaces • incredible food • social gaming license • texas hold ’em wed-sat • poker cards & chips available • never a cover charge
**Classifieds**

**CABARET III**
Brand new club on SE McLoughlin Blvd. Hiring girls 18 years and older. Largest club in Oregon! 5 stages! Call (503) 654-4935 for auditions.

**DANCERS WANTED**
at Portland’s Hottest Club call for shifts at Club 205 and Safari. No Agency Fees. (503) 619-5602

21+ PREFERRED
Shimmers and Glimmers are hiring dancers. Good looks and personality a must. Call Patti (503) 735-5405

**Rooster's**
Dancers Wanted
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling. For auditions/booking (503) 929-1351

**ALL-NEW BOOM ROOM!**
New look! New sound! New feel! Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 919-8644 Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

**BIG MONEY ...... NO DRAMA!**
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see. No experience necessary. Pussycats / Beaverton, Bend, Prineville and Salem (503) 383-8874

**NOW HIRING HOT MODELS**
18+ for female-owned, 24 hour, upscale, clean facility. Call (503) 583-0395

**HIRING DANCERS!!**
Female owned and operated. Call (503) 901-1101 or (503) 261-1111 Make big money and have fun!! 18 yrs. and up.

**NEW ATTITUDE! NO DRAMA! LOWER FEES!**
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new management and hiring top NW entertainers for day, mid and evening shifts. Please contact Rod Black for schedule and audition info at (503) 484-3188

**THE PALLAS CLUB AND DREAM ON SALOON**
are now hiring dancers 18 and over. Call Devin at (503) 875-3519 for scheduling

**HIRING: VERY HOT, SEXY DANCERS**
Full Moon Bar & Grill has auditions daily. Must be 21 over, Call (503) 663-0581

**LUCKY DEVIL & DEVILS POINT**
Sexy girls audition now at Lucky Devil 12 noon - 7pm or Call (503) 616-0414

**BOTTOMS UP IS AUDITIONING!**
Now auditioning 18 & over. Call for details. Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844

**CLUB ROUGE IS HIRING**
PORTLAND'S TOP ENTERTAINERS
Drop-in auditions are 3pm-6pm Mon-Fri. Call the club for an appointment outside those times (503) 227-3936

**THE ALL-NEW STARS CABARET BRIDGPORT**
is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best! Contact Joel @ 503-726-2403

---

**Have Fun — Make Money Wanna Play?**
For current openings call Stars Cabaret at the Capitol (503) 370-8063

**Devlil Dancer Promotions**
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs. Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $1 per shift. Call (503) 222-6610 now! www.DevilDancer.com

**Big $$$**
Waiting to be made at one of Portland’s busiest and finest lingerie modeling establishments. Now selectively hiring attractive, motivated and reliable models!!! Call for info (503) 954-8549

---

**ALL KINDS OF SINGLES**
Real People - Real Dates
Browse & Respond FREE!
Portland (503) 525-2400
Seattle (206) 877-7777
Find Your # (888) 634-2628
FREE Code 7491
or MegaMates.com, 18+

---

**CASH GUARANTEED**
Adult Pay 4 Adult Work
**$**
Websites • Magazines • Videos
**$**
• Amateur Girls 18-25
• Bonus For: Barely Legals & Asians
1st Timers Encouraged

PUREPINKPRODUCTIONS.COM
(503) 927-6666

---

**NOW HIRING**
Men, women, couples, boy/girl and girl/girl. DesperateAmateurs.com Same day cash paid! Female producer on set. Admin@MediaOriginals.com (503) 586-8759

**Hypnox Photography**
WWW.Hypnox.com
(206) 226-3853

---

**EXOTIC DANCERS, READY TO TRAVEL?**
~ INCLUDES SALARY ~
www.myspace.com/ClubGspotGuam
View Our Video On Youtube
Search ClubGspotGuam

**Club G Spot**
on the U.S. Island of Guam!

---

**ANNIE'S**
Uppertown Tavern
Anthony Oregon
Looking for Entertainers! Work on the beautiful Oregon Coast with Zero competition!
Open 4pm-2am Mon-Sat 503.325.1102

---

**DANCERS 18 AND UP WANTED**
Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!
Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!

- free round-trip airfare
- housing provided
- additional $450/week salary
- drink & dance commissions + tips
- Guam's weather is 80 - 90 degrees all year around

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific. Club G-Spot is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and U.S. Navy / Air Force personnel.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net
Hailing from Vancouver, Canada, Cami Parker is a tiny blonde bombshell at five feet four inches and 100 pounds. She eventually moved to New York City, where she modeled and studied journalism and creative writing at NYU. After a while, her insatiable desire to make men feel good led her to Dennis Hof’s world-famous Bunny Ranch after seeing some of the bunnies on the Tyra Banks show. The Bunny Ranch (also known as the Moonlite Bunny Ranch) is located in Mound House, Nevada just outside Reno. It is a legal brothel and aims to provide both men and women a safe place to engage in prostitution. The Bunny Ranch gained even more notoriety after HBO picked up a reality series entitled Cathouse, which ran for multiple seasons and was eventually released on DVD.

Once Cami discovered the ranch, she realized that life in the Cathouse truly fulfilled her and that the Bunny Ranch is where she could make all her dreams come true. When asked about her interests, Cami described them as follows:

Making my clients feel good makes me feel sooo good. I enjoy music, theater, blowjobs, fine dining, blowjobs, traveling, museums, art galleries, expensive shoes, trying new things in bed, blowjobs, playing the blackjack tables, fulfilling fantasies, shopping, blowjobs, making you feel like a king, laughing, writing and of course… blowjobs. I went to massage school in Canada and love touching people. If you think we have any common interests, I’d love to meet you. I like girls and I can promise you the greatest time of your life because making you feel good is what I do best.

Cami recently received the August 2010 cover and centerfold of Hustler Magazine and enjoyed multiple appearances on the Howard Stern Show. While she has received up to $25,000 for a session at the ranch, she informed us that she is willing to work with each client on a case-by-case basis. After reading a rumor that Cami was offering up her “other virginity” with bidding starting at $25,000, Cami denied the allegation and informed me that if she were to put it on the market, it would go for no less than six figures. One of Cami’s regular customers sums it up pretty well, “When you meet a girl like Cami, it is difficult to go to the next level. She is a special girl and she really knows how to take care of her customers.”

Check Cami and all the rest of the sexy bunnies available at Daddy Dennis’ Ranch at www.bunnyranch.com.
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Since its inception in 1991, the World Wide Web has both revolutionized and impaired the world of adult entertainment. Most significantly, the once recession-proof porn industry has now recorded some of its first annual losses. Competing with pirated material on tube and torrent sites has subjected adult entertainment companies to the same negative effects the recording industry faced a decade earlier with file sharing networks.

Piracy isn’t the only conflict the net has caused for porn. The phenomenon known as “Rule 34” has really changed the face of adult entertainment. Getting its title from a popular chain email about the rules of the internet, rule number 34 on the list states, “if it exists, there’s porn for it.” While this sediment expands adult entertainment into newer areas, its reverse effect can turn the average John-Q-Porn-Watcher from having a thing for big tits to having a thing for big udders. The US government’s already problematic 2257 laws and regulations, which deem what content is legally acceptable in adult entertainment, have had little effect on the sheer amount of adult content on the internet. For better or worse, the appetites of adult entertainment audiences are expanding, maybe even in some cases to the edge of the line. DVD distributors have taken notice and sometimes put out porn that is grotesquely un-arousing. Fortunately 99.9 percent of the viewers of these movies only see them to fix their puke-out thrill factor, ala the Two Girls One Cup phenomenon. However, the fact of the matter is, people somewhere are getting off on these things. If it’s consensual and legal, people will be fairly accepting—even if they don’t understand it. But some stuff out there can make even some of the most seasoned beaver-film-enthusiast ask, “What the fuck?”

**PUNISHED BY MOMMY:** You know a fetish is pretty fucked up if it’s able to creep out of John Waters. Paraphilic Infantilism is the sexual need for adults to wear diapers and to be treated like infants. In *Punished by Mommy*, a Russian chick both pampers and insults her 30-something man-baby who looks just as creepy as his fetish seems. He’s fed baby food from the jar, gets a fresh diaper and is even burped. All of which is done from his she-hulk mommy who makes Jillian Michaels seem like Marilyn Monroe. If you can get though the first scene, let alone look at the DVD box for more than three seconds, it either means that you have nerves of steel or you are hopefully doing some university research project on Freudian psychoanalytical complexes. Thank god they didn’t call this movie Mommy Issues.

**FUCK SLAVES:** After giving an acclaimed performance in Steven Soderbegh’s *The Girlfriend Experience*, releasing her own industrial album and getting a steady acting gig on *Entourage*, Sasha Grey has been one of the few adult actresses who has been able to have a successful crossover career into mainstream entertainment. But one look at Grey in the movie *Fuck Slaves* will remind you that she’s got a deep freak-streak running down her back. Though this movie’s inconspicuous box cover may make it appear to be just another bondage movie, Evil Angel’s *Fuck Slaves* series has since been renowned for pulling out all the stops. In what appears to be a rough sex three-way scene, Manuel Ferrara inserts a turkey baster full of milk into Sandra Romain’s rectum. With the milk in place, Sasha Grey opens wide and proceeds to make an ATM withdrawal without even taking out her debit card. Insane? Fuck yes. Arousing? Only if you can make any sense of how it could be. If you object to this kind of thing, this movie may give double meaning to the term bad taste.

**COCKBITING FEMDOM CASTRATION FANTASIES 2:** Although they weren’t very funny when Bob Saget used to narrate them, crotch-shots are fucking hysterical! *Cockbiting Femdom Castration Fantasies 2* follows a simple formula: dudes’ nutsacks getting repeatedly kicked harder than a 45-yard field goal until they fall down holding their stomachs. The movie also features Crista Moore giving a fake, but still disturbing slice job with a katana sword to a guy’s balls as well as alt-porn actress Veronica Jett grinding the skin of some fat guy’s dick in between her teeth. Although you may not realize it from laughing so hard, male viewers should be forewarned of the psychosomatic pains in their stomach and intestinal areas from watching repeated ballsack abuse. This movie may absolutely be hilarious, but there’s some guy, somewhere, wishing it was his testicles getting sliced with a katana on the cover. Probably for reason that even a mildly unhealthy mind can’t fathom.

Editorial note from Deputy Andy: While writing this month’s *Blue Review*, I had the opportunity to talk with my professional idol, *Less Than Zero* and *American Psycho* author, Bret Easton Ellis. Though the discussion was brief, the topic of our conversation was about my work writing this review. It turns out that Bret’s a pretty porn savvy guy and I found out he’s a big fan of the movie *New Wave Hookers* after I told him I mentioned his name in my review. I realize none of you really give a shit or even know who this guy is, but I would like to acknowledge the fact that if it hadn’t been for his books I would never have wanted to seriously pursue writing in the first place. All of the readers and staff at Exotic should know that the experience of meeting him and his encouraging words will ensure that I will give my best effort in future columns.
4TH ANNUAL BIKINI! CAR WASH!

CAR WASH
2PM-7PM

DOG WASH
2PM-7PM

OPEN CAR CRUISE-IN
2PM-7PM

FOOD BY TRUCK YEAH!
2PM-CLOSE

HOT GIRLS ALL NIGHT

LIVE MUSIC BY HAIR ASSAULT
10:30PM

SATURDAY AUG 7TH!
STARTS AT 2PM

DEVILS POINT
5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513 OPEN 11AM-2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/DEVILSPONT • WWW.DEVILSPONTBAR.COM
DANTE’S SINFERNO
cabaret & vaudeville
sex & service industry night
SUNDAYS
9pm to 2am

UPCOMING 9PM SHOWS
SUN AUG 1 - THE PRETTY DEEP
SUN AUG 8 - LOVE LOUNGE
SUN AUG 15 - STONE FOXES
SUN SEPT 12 - DIRT NASTY

 Featuring Jackie

 Featuring Amazing Burlesque Performers • Firedancers • Booze • Debauchery • Firetica • Master Magician Reed McClintock • Mr. MuMu • Emcee William Batty • Live Music • Miss Steak • The Berlin Twins • Trapeze Artists • Fire jugglers • Aerialists • Contortionists • Emcee Dax • DJ Mestizo • Striptease Artists • Go-Go Dancers • DJ Benny • Dozens of Ex-Suitegirls • Sword Swallowers • Prozac The Depressed Easter Bunny
 Emcee Ed Puhlian • And one man’s lifelong quest to find the truth about his missing vagina… Emcee Andrew Harris
MISS NUDE OREGON® PAGEANT
JOIN US AT
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18TH
FOR ROUND ONE!
COMING FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1ST
TO MYNT... THE SEMI-FINALS!!!

AFTER-WORK
DRINK SPECIALS
MON.-FRI. • 5PM-9PM

MOJITO MARTINI
$4.00 ALL HOURS

FREE EXECUTIVE
LATE LUNCH
(BUY A DANCE & GET A FREE LATE LUNCH ON US)
EVERYDAY • 3PM-8PM

STEAK & JUMBO SHRIMP
$4.99 • FRIDAYS
3PM-9PM

THURSDAY, AUGUST 12TH
J. MACK WILL BE IN THE HOUSE!!!
COME HELP HIM CHOOSE THE NEXT
“HONEY OF THE MONTH”

Morgan

ClubMynt.com
Auditions
every night 9pm - 10pm
503.740.7141

FULL MENU
FULL BAR
2 STAGES
PRIVATE DANCES

Angelica

For Special Arrangements For Bachelor Or Divorce Parties Call 503-740-7141

UnionJacksClub.com
938 E. Burnside / 503.236.1125
Open 2:30PM to 2:30AM Daily

* We Recognize V.I.P. Cards From Any Adult Establishment For Admittance
* No Cover for OLCC Card Holder And Their Guests

Styling by Ms. Madi Gunn
Photos by Hypnox
Portland's Hottest Models & Lowest House Fees!

Featuring: Heather, Asia, Brooke, Cameron, Courtney, Gwen, Jasmine, Jenna, Kelly, Lindsey, Mystique, Haley, Peyton, Mia, MyKayla, Sarah, Stacy, Tatianna, Tracie, Vanity, Zoey, Reckless Rachel, Jordan, Avrie and lots more!

Now hiring hot models call 503-285-5058

Portland's best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Brittani's Secret Rendezvous

12503 SE Division #C • 503-285-5058
WWW.BRITTANISSECRETRENDEZVOUS.COM

Newly Remodeled • Upscale and Clean
ATM Inside • Open 24 Hours
BRIDGEPORT
5738 SW NCEWAN RD, 97224
503.726.2463
TUESDAY - FRIDAY 5PM TO 7PM
FREE DINNER BUFFET WITH CARVING STATION
DIRECTOR SHOWCASE SUNDAYS
LOCAL BANDS COMPETE FOR PRIZES
ONE BAND PER WEEK FOR THE SUMMER

SALEM
5599 WESTON CT, NE 97301
503.578.9689
AUGUST 27TH AC/DC FEMALE TRIBUTE BAND
AC/DDC
AUGUST 28TH MOTLEY CRUE TRIBUTE BAND
SAME OL’ SITUATION
AUGUST 29TH “ALL-MALE REVUE”
HUNKS THE SHOW
SUNDAYS
TEMPLE OF SIN: RECOVER, REPENT, REVIVE
CRAZY DISCOUNTS AND GIVEAWAYS

BEAVERTON
4570 SW LOMBARD 97005
503.368.8688
AUGUST 8TH - 3PM
“The NFL Returns to Stars Beaverton”
Hall of Fame Game & NFL Season Kick-Off Party
AUGUST 13TH - 3PM
White Trash Mega-Bulls® T Bash
Mechanical Bulls, Country Western Chaos
And Stripper Tippin’
AUGUST 26TH - 3PM
Official KUFO Rockfest 14 Pre-Party
Special NW Band Performances TBA
Win Rockfest 14 Tix!!!

FREE
PRIME RIB WITH PAID ADMISSION
6PM-9PM - MONDAY SALEM, BRIDGEPORT
WEDNESDAY, BEAVERTON

NEW
HAPPY HOUR 4-6PM
ALL LOCATIONS

$5 LUNCH SPECIALS
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS

NOW HIRING TOP NW ENTERTAINERS AND STAFF APPLY IN PERSON AT ALL LOCATIONS.
OUR 4TH LOCATION IS LOCATED IN BEND 197 NE 3RD ST. 541.388.4981

www.StarsCabaret.com